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PROOF OF EVIDENCE 
 

Proof of:  Martin GLASGOW 
 

Address:  3 Tansley Court, Highfield Lane, 
Newbold, Chesterfield.  S41 7AW 

 
DOB:  10.07.1959 

    Occupation:  Unemployed 
 

 
This proof of evidence (consisting of 10 pages each signed by me) is true to the best of 
my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that this will form the basis of my 
instructions to my Solicitor and Counsel in relation to charges I am facing in relation to 
an affray incident and following consequences which took place on 5th June 2006. 
 
 
Signature:        Date: 
 
 
 
Family & Domestic Circumstances 
 

 I am a single man. 
 

 I live in Council accommodation in Chesterfield. 
 

 I have an HND in Business Information Technology and I am a Microsoft 
Certified Professional and Partner, and have numerous other IT based 
qualifications. 

 
 I am now in the process, through “New Deal” & DWP of setting up my own 

business in Information Technology, where I am just near the end of test trading. 
I commence self-employment as an IT Systems Technician on the 29th January, 
2007. 

 
 I rarely drink alcohol. 

 
 I am the local fund holder for the British National Party.   My politics and views 

are not a factor in this case. 
 
Description 
 

 I am 47 years old, 5’ 7” tall, slight build and have a fully shaven bald head. 
 

 I wear spectacles or contact lenses on a permanent basis.  Without these aids I 
have very bad eyesight both close and distance.  My left eye is not much better 
than my right. 
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 At the time of the incident I was wearing gold coloured, wire framed spectacles. 
 

 On the day of the incident I was wearing black trousers and a white long sleeved 
shirt.  This shirt was bloodstained in the assault on me and I have handed it to 
my solicitor. 

 
 
Description of Adrian GLASGOW 
 

 Aged 45, 6 foot tall, medium build. 
 

 He has grey/blonde short hair. 
 
 
Description of Graham GLASGOW 
 

 Aged 50, 5’ 9”. Slim build. 
 

 He has light brown hair (Almost Ginger). 
 
 
Reasons for Visiting Chesterfield Royal Hospital 
 

 My mother, Jessie, was admitted to the hospital on the 4th June 2006 as a result 
of heart problems. 

 
 I had visited mother in hospital prior to the 5th June, when she had to spend time 

in Hospital due to being given the wrong medication which damaged her heart 
and this visit was necessary because of a “blunder!” by a diabetic nurse at the 
health centre in Chesterfield and an incompetent doctor who diagnosed Arthritis 
in both shoulders when in fact mum was having an heart attack. 

 
 On the 5th June mother was still being treated in the Coronary Care Unit and I 

was due to visit her that afternoon. 
 

 My mother died on a hospital ward on the 14th June 2006, having remained in 
hospital since the 4th June. 

 
 
Financial Circumstances 
 

 I have no savings. 
 

 I have normal, manageable, debts. 
 

 My weekly income consists of £74 per week state benefit, which includes a 
bonus for being on the New Deal provision. 
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Medical History 
 

 I give consent for my medical records to be reviewed in the light of this proof of 
evidence. 

 
Knowledge of Other Parties 
 

 I am not aware that I had seen or met Amandip JOHAL before this incident. 
 

 The 2nd Asian male, I do not know but believe to be Amandip’s father. 
 

 The 3rd Asian male, I do not know but believe to be an uncle of Amandip. 
 

 One of the men with Amandip’s group was a man who I had worked with some 
years earlier, at Dema Glass on a night shift, named Bob Singh Basra.  I believe 
that this is Amandip’s grandfather.  I did not recognise Bob on that day, only 
recalling where I had met him some time afterwards. 

 
 
 5th June 2006 at the Hospital 
 

 I had pre-arranged to visit the hospital and see my mother with other family 
members. 

 
 I went to the hospital with my sister Karen. 

 
 I had not had an alcoholic drink that day before I arrived at the Hospital. 

 
 We went to the foyer entrance of The Coronary Care Unit and Karen pressed the 

buzzer to go in.  Entrance can only be gained to the foyer by Coronary Care staff 
pressing the release button to enter. 

 
 There was a lady and I believe her two children waiting to go in.  She told us that 

she had been told she had to wait a couple of minutes before she could go in.  
The lady was panicking because she had been waiting nearly ten minutes to gain 
entrance to visit her mother. 

 
 Whilst we were waiting outside I saw that there were three Asian males sat in a 

corner to the right of the entrance door, the men were about 12 feet away from 
me.  I did not recognise any of these men.  One of them said “what about 
something like that” and a young man I know now as Amandip JOHAL, looked 
across at me.  At that stage I felt that the group were talking about me.  I thought 
at that time they were waiting to visit someone in another ward, not the Coronary 
Care Unit; as they were sat away from the entrance in a corner. 

 
 After waiting a short while we were admitted into the Coronary Care Unit, mums 

room was the furthest one from the entrance where I saw that my brothers Adrian 
and Graham had already arrived and were sat with mother, who was in bed. 

 
 Karen & I joined our brothers at Mum’s bedside. 
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 We had been there for a short while, about 5 minutes, when one of the nurses 
told us that she wanted to undertake an ECG on Mum.  She asked us to wait 
outside whilst she did the test. 

 
 So my brothers and I went outside into the entrance foyer, to wait, having to pass 

by the glass fronted room where Amandip’s sick Grandmother and relatives were 
(obviously we were seen to go past by Amandip and his group).  Karen stayed 
with Mum whilst the test was conducted. 

 
 We sat in seats, to the left of the entrance foyer as you leave the Unit, between 

the two doors.  Adrian sat in the middle of three seats; I sat to his right nearest 
the ward and Graham sat to Adrian’s left, nearest to the entrance door to the 
foyer. 

 
 As we sat waiting for Karen to come and let us know that it was OK for us to go 

back into the ward the three Asian males I had seen before came out from the 
Coronary Care Unit.   I had not seen them go into the Unit or come in whilst we 
were there. 

 
 The first two of the Asian group to come out were who I now believe to be 

Amandip’s father and uncle.  They walked quickly through the foyer area and 
went out of the door into the main corridor.  As they passed us they were talking 
to each other in an Asian language. 

 
 The two were followed a short distance behind by Amandip.  He walked slowly 

behind them to the exit door.  He opened the exit door and hesitated before 
starting to go through.  I believe he was listening to the conversation of our 
group.  As he did so Adrian made a comment to me to the effect “How come 
when there is more than one of them they talk in their own language?”  I am not 
sure who then said what between us, but there was a comment that it was 
ignorant, I may have said this, or I may have agreed with Adrian – at the time I 
was more concerned about my mother’s health than anything else.  There was 
certainly no comment made directly to any of Amandip’s group. 

 
 At the time Adrian made the comment to me Amandip had passed me, Adrian 

and Graham and was close to the exit door. 
 

 This comment from Adrian was said to me in a conversational tone; it was not 
loud and not directed at anyone else.  It was just part of our normal observational 
conversation. 

 
 I deny the suggestion made by Amandip that I made the comment “Ignorant 

Paki” or that Adrian made a comment “yeah, ignorant Paki bastard”.   Nothing 
like this was said whatsoever; no comment was directly or indirectly made on 
colour or race. 

 
 Amandip, who had stopped at the exit door, which he had opened and was 

facing let the door close, turned around and came directly over to us, standing in 
front of Adrian, who was still sat down.  Amandip bent over Adrian, so that there 
faces were no more than 2 inches apart.  Amandip then started to shout at 
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Adrian, I do not recall the exact words, but it was about the comment Adrian had 
made to me. 

 
 It was obvious at that stage that Amandip had lost his temper.  He just kept 

shouting at Adrian, who remained sat in his seat, looking at him, but giving him 
no response. 

 
 Amandip’s behaviour and attitude was both disturbing and frightening; I didn’t 

see how he was going to stop, he just carried on ranting and raving; he was 
getting angrier and angrier. 

 
 As he was getting no response from Adrian, Amandip turned towards me.  He 

bent over me, again about two inches from my face, and started shouting at me, 
in the same vein as he had done at Adrian.  I looked up at him but did not 
respond at that stage. 

 
 Adrian then said to Amandip, “Look, if I have done anything to offend you, I 

apologise”.  Amandip then turned towards Adrian, and then Adrian made an 
apology for the second time. 

 
 As Amandip was receiving an apology from Adrian he had clamed down only 

slightly. 
 

 I then stood up, with my arms folded across my chest and Amandip turned back 
to face me.  We were then stood about a foot apart. 

 
 After Amandip had turned back to face me I said to him, that “We are in the 

coronary care unit.  We don’t want any trouble”.  I tried to calm him down.  At this 
stage Amandip had seemingly lost his self-control, he was hyper-ventilating, 
forcefully breathing in and out directly in my face. 

 
 Amandip continued in his loss of control and shouted “Come outside and we’ll 

sort it out.”  He was shouting that I was “an ugly bastard” and angrily attempting 
to provoke me.  He would not be calmed down.  He kept asking me to apologise 
for the comments he said I had made and demanded that I sit down.  I told him 
that I had not said anything and so did not have anything to apologise for and 
that I would sit down when I wanted to.  I spoke to him quite normally and without 
raising my voice. 

 
 I was looking around trying to find some way of getting out of there and out of the 

situation that Amandip had put me in.  Amandip’s father and uncle I presumed 
were waiting for him in the main corridor and the only other route would be to go 
on to the ward.  So there was nowhere to go. 

 
 Because of the way Amandip was behaving, I did not feel it appropriate for the 

patients in their condition to be experiencing such behaviour.  I therefore decided 
it was best to stay where I was. 

 
 I did not say to Amandip, as is suggested in his written statement, 

 
o You Paki’s are ignorant,  
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or  
o You are a Paki to me 

 
 In his taped interview Amandip then states that one of the people seated said 

“You ignorant Paki” or after that “You ignorant Paki bastard”.  This is different to 
his statement.  The alleged comments were simply not said.  Neither were the 
responses that are alleged in which I am said to have told him he was a Paki, he 
replying that he was English, or that one of my brothers then told him he was a 
Paki. 

 
 As we stood together Amandip pushed me in the chest 2 or 3 times, he was now 

very aggressive as well as angry, telling me still to sit; I think that he was trying to 
provoke me into hitting him; which I would not do.  He demanded an apology 
from me as well as from Adrian.  I had not made any derogatory comments and 
told Amandip so, I told him I had nothing to apologise for.  Amandip repeatedly 
told me to sit and then alternatively to come outside where he would show me 
“some self defence”. 

 
 I told Amandip that I was not going to sit down.  Amandip then began to turn 

towards Adrian, who was still sat next to me, I thought it was to have another go 
at Adrian, he then suddenly and without any warning swung back round punching 
me in the face with a clenched right fist.  This was a very hard blow, which hit me 
in the left eye, breaking the lens of my glasses.  I was stunned by this blow, 
which obviously hit me very hard.  Being stunned I am not certain of everything 
that then took place. 

 
 The initial blow to my face caused the left lens of the glasses to break in half, one 

half cutting into the eyebrow and the other half in the skin just below the eye.  
With the force of the blow the broken lens parts actually embedded themselves in 
my face and I had to physically pull them out to remove them.  The other part of 
the glasses fell to the floor. I have since given the broken glasses to my solicitor; 
I have not caused any further damage to the glasses. 

 
 As he hit me, Amandip closed in on me, putting his left arm around my head in a 

headlock and pulling me towards him. I was then bent over trying to remove the 
broken glass from my eye; whilst I was doing this Amandip was using his right 
hand, bending my fingers and at the same time was trying to cause more serious 
damage by pushing the lens parts further into my face.  I formed the opinion that 
he was trying to gouge out my left eye; he was clawing at it with his fingers which 
caused deep scratches above my left eye. 

 
 At the same time Amandip had his head on top of mine and I could feel that he 

was trying to bite me on the back and top of my head.  I was not fighting back or 
doing anything other than trying to get the broken glass from my eye at that time. 

 
 The next I recall is that Adrian jumped up and tried to come between Amandip 

and me – to try to separate us.  By this time I had succeeded in getting the glass 
out of my eye.  Just as I succeeded in doing so, still held in a headlock by 
Amandip, the door into the CCU ward opened inward and we all three fell 
through the door into the ward. 
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 I am told that as Amandip was grappling with me, at the time as I was trying to 
remove the glass from my eye that, we had been moving around the area and 
had obviously moved from in front of the chairs to the entrance doors to the ward. 

 
 The next I remember is getting up off the floor and retrieving my broken 

spectacles, which I put in my pocket.  I then went into the CCU.  I was slightly 
bent over feeling for the extent of the injury to my left eye, which was my main 
concern. 

 
 As I lifted my head I said “bastard” because I believed there were extensive 

injuries to my left eye, my good eye, which could mean the end of what I have 
been striving to achieve for the past seven years (self employment).  As I lifted 
my head I could vaguely see my mother, but I could hear her shouting for the 
fighting to stop, this is when I said “bastard” and as I turned my head to face 
where Adrian had Amandip up against a wall trying to restrain him, I said to both 
of them  “pack it in”. 

 
 Amandip was still in a rage screaming and shouting and trying to punch and kick 

Adrian.  I was concerned for the safety of the patients and visitors and staff as 
well as the specialist equipment needed for the patients care. 

 
 I was confused and frantic and did not want someone else getting injured, there 

were staff and visitors around but no one was doing anything, so I went to Adrian 
and Amandip to try and stop the incident carrying on any further by pushing my 
shoulder into Amandip and I then managed to hold his arms; this was the only 
way he was going to stop being physically aggressive. 

 
 As far as I was concerned, all I was doing was trying to bring an end the situation 

which Amandip had started and obviously wanted to continue.  He had assaulted 
me, he was now assaulting Adrian, and he could possibly have turned his rage 
on others.   

 
 I then heard, I believe it to be a nurse, say Security is on its way.  I think this 

comment was what made Amandip relax, as he just stopped, so I let him go and 
moved away. 

 
 To my astonishment as soon as I had let go, off he went again trying to kick and 

punch Adrian.  As he started again I heard someone tell me, I believe this would 
be a nurse that I was injured and could not do anything, and that I should go out 
of the ward into the foyer. 

 
 I went into the foyer and sat on one of the chairs.  No sooner than I had sat down 

I heard two distinctive thuds, then Adrian came out of the ward, I believe there 
were two nurses accompanying him, and he sat down.  The nurses were trying to 
calm him down asking him what had caused the situation. 

 
 At that point there was no one else in the foyer.  During the assault on me I had 

heard the entrance buzzer ringing continuously, obviously with people outside 
trying to get in.  This leads to the obvious conclusion that apart from my two 
brothers, Amandip and myself, no one else witnessed the initial attacks in the 
foyer. 
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 After I had returned to the foyer it seemed as if there were a lot of people now 
starting to come in and out of the foyer, obviously the door had then been 
released by the medical staff.  One of these people now able to come into the 
foyer I think was Amandip’s mother who shouted at me and blamed me for 
attacking her son.  She was not present when the incident began and could not 
have seen what took place as the door to the foyer would have been closed to 
her. 

 
 The nurses who had not seen the start of the incident and Amandip’s behaviour 

heard Amandip’s mother berating me and this caused them to believe that I was 
to blame, like Amandip’s mother, they had not seen the start of the incident. 

 
 Security arrived shortly afterwards and as soon as they did Amandip asked, “Are 

there any cameras in here”?  He was told there were none.  On receiving this 
information, Amandip, his father and uncle ran out into the corridor, away from 
the problems he had caused. 

 
 I believe that on finding out that there was no CCTV to show his aggression he 

ran away to escape the consequences of his actions. 
 

 I am not aware of any injuries that Amandip could have received whilst he was 
attacking me; I had not responded to his aggression.  I question what treatment 
he had for later alleged injuries, he did not go to the A& E whilst I was there.  Any 
injuries suffered by Amandip were either self-inflicted or could have been caused 
by his father, uncle or both. 

 
 I was in a daze and I heard a nurse say that she had rang A&E and if I went 

accompanied by Adrian and the two Security Guards, I would receive treatment 
for my injuries. 

 
 I then heard the nurse (I believe to be Susan Lees) say, we will have to keep the 

families apart at visiting time. 
 

 As we left to go to A&E we were approached by two policemen who took notes 
as to what had happened. 

 
 As the two policemen walked towards us one answered his radio and replied 

“yes we have seen three Asian males heading towards the Hospital Exit”.  There 
was no mention of any one of them being injured. 

 
 On the way to the A&E the two Security Guards stopped and spoke to someone, 

I cannot remember if it was other Hospital Security Staff or the police.  It was 
then that I saw Bob Singh Basra, who must have recognised me as he gave me 
a stare before leaving the hospital; I knew his face but could not remember 
where I had seen him before. 

 
 We then went along to A&E where I received treatment for my injuries. 

 
 After receiving treatment for my injuries, Adrian and I were seated in the waiting 

area, when two policemen (I don’t think it was the same two as before) came and 
took additional notes of what had happened. 
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 Adrian and I were then asked if we wanted to press charges.  We both replied, 
yes I do want to press charges.  Adrian had also been intentionally assaulted by 
Amandip; we were then asked if we would accompany an officer to Chesterfield 
Police Station where we could make our statements. 

 
 We voluntarily went to the Police Station, with the police officer, where we 

voluntarily made our statements. 
 

 Immediately after I had made my statement I was lead to the custody desk where 
I was placed under arrested for an assault on Amandip, which I do not accept 
ever took place.  During the time I was making my statement the officer taking it 
left the room at least once, in response to a radio message.  It now appears 
obvious that the Police waited until I had made my written statement before 
arresting me. 

 
 I was further told that if any of the patients died of a direct result of the incident, 

then I would be charged with culpable manslaughter by the custody sergeant. 
 

 Amandip was not arrested for the offences alleged until 24th June; he had been 
interviewed and made a witness statement on the 5th June.  In contrast Adrian 
and myself were arrested and locked up for some ten hours and interviewed in 
the early hours of the next morning before having our fingerprints taken, DNA 
swabbed and had our photographs taken, all on the say so from Amandip. 

 
 The police did not take any evidence photographs of the injuries that I had 

received during the assault, apart from the custody photograph which I have 
seen. 

 
 Some days after I was told by Karen that she had been taken to the side by a 

male nurse and that she was told that mum was the healthiest patient on the 
ward and that she was to be moved. 

 
 Karen was also handed a telephone number and was told that if Adrian or I 

wanted to visit mum then we would have to make an appointment. 
 

 Mum was moved away from the specialist equipment and the very next morning 
Adrian received a call from the hospital requesting that he needed to go to the 
hospital as mums health was deteriorating. 

 
 The Hospital in my opinion took sides and in so doing they effectually murdered 

mum by moving her away from the specialist equipment she needed. 
 
 
Injuries 
 

 As a result of the assault by Amandip Singh JOHAL I received the following 
injuries:- 

 
o Cut on the eyebrow above the left eye 

 
o Cut below the left eye 
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o Bite marks to the top of my head 
 

o Bruise to the side of the iris of the left eye 
 

o Cut behind the left ear 
 

o Scratches above the left eye 
 

 I received treatment at the A&E Department of the hospital on the 5th June 2006 
following the assault on me and now have scaring to my forehead. 

 
 I did not receive any treatment for my injuries at The Police Station, apart from 

tablets given for a headache. I did not see any police doctor to assess the extent 
of my injuries. 

 
 I have visited my doctor, but not in relation to the injuries I sustained from the 

incident.  I suffer from eczema and I had dyshidrosis on the soles of my feet 
which had become infected. 

 
 Three shots of the injuries were photographed by a John CROWDER, on the 7th 

of June, using his mobile telephone.  I have downloaded these photographs to 
my personal computer and have reproduced these as taken, together with an 
enlargement of each photograph, as Exhibit MG/1.  No editing or other 
enhancement has been made to these photographs. 

 
 

Police Station 
 

 Whilst I was in the A&E I was spoken to by two Police Officers, both male.  One 
of them took notes of my version of the incident and then asked me if I wanted to 
press charges.  I told him I did want to take the matter further and agreed to go to 
the Police Station at New Beetwell Street as soon as I had finished at the A&E. 

 
 From the hospital both Adrian I were taken to the Police Station by one of the 

officers that had been at the hospital.  This officer took a statement from me in 
two sessions. 

 
 Immediately after the statement was completed the Officer took me to a desk in 

the Custody Office and told me, to my astonishment that, I was now was being 
arrested “on suspicion of assault”.  I think that the Police waited to finish the 
witness statement before arresting me. 
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